
TOTAL 7 min TOTAL 7 min
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST

TOTAL 10 min TOTAL 12 min
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST
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isolate attackers, double to win ball to move into supporting (triangle) positions Restart with ball played to GK

gaps in defenders to switch on the ground PROGRESSION instructed to avoid playing into pressure, maintain PROGRESSION
Defenders - use boundaries as extra helpers, try to Limit touch count possession - 1st touch forward, if possible, teammates Set up full size goal for attackers

space - look to deceive opponents when switching GK - play ball on ground, switch edge of channels, 9 to stay high and availabile - GK to Attackers get 1 pt for crossing half line
point of attack, try to create overloads in spaces, seek point of attack play "most unpressured" teammate - all players are

(7v7) or behind penalty area
COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS (9v9, 11v11)

Attacking team should expand to use entire Create width from backs, mids to take positions on If defenders win the ball, they can score

EXPLANATION

Penalty area (9v9/11v11) 
or build-out area (7v7)

Two teams play keepaway within the

1/2 field to full field

Attacking team plays 7v4 with restarts
PA or BOA with the GK acting as a from the GK (goal kick) - defending

neutral (can use hands to pick up ball team must retreat to build-out line
and distribute) - 10 passes = 1 pt

ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY 4 7v4 (7v7)
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

shark must stop the ball on the line

Use body position and shape to protect the ball from PROGRESSION to opening - after 1st touch, need to peek to PROGRESSION
the shark Instead of playing the ball out, determine location of next receiver Defender to be more active

away of the location of sharks - use vision to defender, take 1st touch to space - consider using play next touch to the facing
determine space, deceive+execute, then assess a feint to freeze defender, then take larger touch player - after pass, go to end of line

COACHING POINTS who has lost the ball becomes an COACHING POINTS receiver - receiver must take 1st
Minnows should be checking their shoulders, being additional shark Receiver should have head up, read angle of touch around the defender, then

20x20 yds

Each players has a ball except for a

15 yds (age appropriate)

Players form behind pairs of
"shark" who is trying to steal the ball cones - initial passer plays ball to

from the other players. Once the ball is facing receiver, then follows the
or played out of the grid, the minnow pass to passively challenge the

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 Sharks and minnows ACTIVITY 2

TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION

90 mins

SESSION TIME
4 5v5+1 keepaway in the penalty area (build-out area)

7v7 Week of Aug 19 - 2
5 7v4 build from the back

(perceive/conceive, decide/deceive, execute/assess)
3 Follow your pass warmup TEAM DATE

EMPHASIS/THEME Scrimmage prep

TIME DESCRIPTION
1 Individual touch warmup, dribbling, juggling
2 Sharks and minnows type game, encourage use of moves


